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Abstract—A simple wide-view and broadband circular polarizer
comprising of a linear polarizer and two uniaxial films is proposed
to enhance the viewing angle of transflective liquid crystal displays
(LCDs). For the transmissive mode, over the entire 90 viewing
cone, the normalized light leakage from two stacked circular polar-
izers is suppressed to below 1.5 10 �, and contrast ratio over 10:1
is obtained using a normally black vertically aligned transflective
LCD. At the same time, this configuration warrants a broadband
operation and reasonably good viewing angle (10:1 contrast ratio
is over 40 at all directions) for the reflective mode. The physical
mechanisms for achieving broadband operation and wide viewing
angle are discussed.

Index Terms—Broadband, circular polarizer, liquid crystal dis-
play (LCD), transflective, wide-viewing angle.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid emerging of mobile devices, such as cell phones
and personal digital assistants, drives a heated research

in developing transflective liquid crystal displays (LCDs) with
high brightness and wide viewing angle. The optical efficiency
of transflective LCDs has been continuously improved by de-
veloping optimized cell structures and driving schemes [1]–[7].
Yet, the viewing angle of most transflective LCDs is still fairly
narrow because of the use of two crossed broadband circular
polarizers (CPs). Although the recent progress in developing
in-plane switching based transflective LCDs enhances the
viewing angle of the transmissive mode, the challenge is its
need for an in-cell phase retarder to assure a good dark state
for the reflective mode [7]. On the other hand, it is very easy
to obtain a common dark state for the transmissive (T) and
reflective (R) modes in multi-domain VA LCD [8], but more
researches are needed to improve its performance under circular
polarizers.

A conventional cost-effective broadband circular polar-
izer consists of a linear polarizer, a uniaxial monochromatic
half-wave plate, and a uniaxial monochromatic quarter-wave
plate, with their optic axes aligned at certain angles [9], [10]. To
reduce cost, the employed retardation films are usually made
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of uniaxial positive A-plates. The produced polarization is cir-
cular only at normal incidence, while its off-axis light leakage
is still quite evident. Replacing the uniaxial quarter-wave
plate with a biaxial quarter-wave plate only slightly improves
the acceptance angle [11], [12]. Optimizing both half-wave
film and quarter-wave film by the combinations of uniaxial
A-plates and C-plates [13] or two biaxial films [14] significantly
widen the acceptance angle, but their device configurations
are quite sophisticated. Recently, circular polarizers with two
linear polarizers and a positive and a negative monochromatic
quarter-wave A-plates are proposed for transmissive LCDs
[15]. This configuration shows an excellent viewing angle
for the transmissive mode, but has a limited bandwidth if
applied for the reflective mode, owing to the fact that the top
circular polarizer comprises a linear polarizer and a single
monochromatic quarter-wave plate that is optimized only at
one single wavelength (more details will be discussed later in
this paper). Although another A-plate is inserted between the
linear polarizer and the quarter-wave plate, it is not a half-wave
plate and its optic axis is either perpendicular to or parallel with
the absorption axis of the linear polarizer to compensate the
polarizer effective angle deviation. Therefore, there is an urgent
need to develop a simple low-cost circular polarizer for trans-
flective LCDs with both wide viewing angle for transmissive
mode (which is the major function used in most transflective
LCDs and requires high performance) and broadband operation
and reasonably good viewing angle for reflective mode (which
is mainly used for information reading and more tolerable in
viewing angle with the existence of small surface reflections).

In this paper, we propose a cost-effective, wide-view, and
broadband circular polarizer configuration for transflective
LCDs, where two circular polarizers can compensate with each
other. In this configuration, each circular polarizer consists
of a linear polarizer, a monochromatic uniaxial half-wave
A-plate, and a monochromatic uniaxial quarter-wave A-plate,
but the two half-wave plates (and two quarter-wave plates)
from different circular polarizers are made of uniaxial A-films
with opposite optical birefringence. Through optimization with
the assistance of the Poincaré sphere [16], [17], the off-axis
phase retardation is well self-compensated and light leakage
is greatly suppressed. Over the entire 90 viewing cone, for
the transmissive mode, the light leakage of the two stacked
circular polarizers is less than 1.5 10 (normalized to the
maximum transmission from two parallel linear polarizers)
and contrast ratio is over 10:1 using a multi-domain vertically
aligned (MVA) LC cell. At the same time, for the reflective
mode, a broadband operation is obtained and a contrast of 10:1
is obtained over 40 at all viewing directions.

1551-319X/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Schematic structure of typical transflective LCD under circular polar-
izers.

II. DESIGN CONCEPT OF WIDE-VIEW CIRCULAR POLARIZERS

In our analysis, we trace the polarization state of the incident
light on the Poincaré sphere by solving the electric fields using
the 2-by-2 matrix method [18], [19] to get optimized results.
The absorptive linear polarizer is modeled as a lossy uniaxial
material. The phase retardation of the protective Tri-Acetyl-Cel-
lulose (TAC) films is ignored. If not negligible, we can always
add a positive C plate to compensate the phase of the negative
C plate from the TAC film. The refractive indices of the liner
polarizer and the uniaxial retardation films are listed as follows:

, ,
, , , and

(at wavelength nm). Also, the birefringence dis-
persion of uniaxial material is characterized by the extended
Cauchy equations [20]

(1)

Fig. 1 depicts the cell structure of a typical transflective LCD,
where each pixel is divided into a sub-T and a sub-R region. To
achieve a dark state for the reflective mode, a circular polarizer
placed above the LC cell is necessary [21], which further re-
quires a second circular polarizer be placed below the LC cell
to achieve a common dark state between the T- and R-modes.
Here the circular polarizer can be realized by a linear polarizer
and a monochromatic quarter-wave plate (narrowband design
where the quarter-wave plate is aligned at 45 away from the
transmission axis of its adjacent linear polarizer) or by a linear
polarizer with a broadband quarter-wave plate (broadband de-
sign).

Fig. 2(a) depicts the detailed configuration of the top and
bottom conventional broadband circular polarizers; each con-
sists of a linear polarizer and two uniaxial positive birefringence
A-films . Once the following condition is sat-
isfied, the circular polarizer is a broadband device [9], [10]:

(2)

Fig. 2. (a) Configuration of crossed conventional broadband circular polar-
izers; polarization trace on the Poincaré sphere at � � � for (b) the T-mode
and (c) the R-mode; and spectral light leakages from conventional circular po-
larizers using one or two retardation plates.

where is the azimuthal angle between the optic axis of the
half-wave plate the transmission axis of the linear polarizer, and

is for the quarter-wave plate. If the transmission axis of
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a linear polarizer is along the -axis, then and are
chosen to be 15 and 75 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(a) to
minimize the light leakage at different wavelengths.

Fig. 2(b) depicts the polarization state trace on the Poincaré
sphere when a light is incident to the transmissive structure from
the bottom side at a normal direction. On the Poincaré sphere,
the transmission axis of the bottom polarizer is represented by
the point , while point represents the absorption axis of the
top polarizer. Points and overlap with each other when the
top and bottom polarizers are crossed. The incident light from
the bottom polarizer is first rotated 30 from point to another
linear polarization state at point by the half-wave plate, then it
is converted by the quarter-wave plate to a circular polarization
on the north pole at point . This circularly polarized light at
point will be converted back to a linear polarization state
at point after traversing the top quarter-wave and half-wave
plates, thus is blocked by the top linear polarizer, resulting in a
dark state (their traces are overlapped with the previous lines).
Here, is an optimal angle for minimizing the light
leakage of a broadband light source, under which the arcs
and can compensate with each other for the wavelength
variation in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 2(c) shows the corresponding polarization trace for the
reflective mode on the Poincaré sphere, where the light comes
from the ambient and is reflected back to the viewer by the metal
reflector (not shown here) just below the top circular polarizer
in Fig. 2(a). For the reflective mode, we can view the reflective
structure as a transmissive structure by taking the reflective por-
tion as a mirror image [19] to the incident one. In other words, a
reflective display can be viewed as a transmissive structure like
that in Fig. 2(a) but the bottom circular polarizer is replaced with
the image of the top one, where a major difference from Fig. 2(a)
is the corresponding wave plates (e.g., two half-wave plates) in
the bottom and top parts have the same optic axis alignment.
Under such a condition, the reflective mode works like a trans-
missive mode under parallel linear polarizers. Therefore, the in-
cident light from the ambient first has its polarization at point

after passing the top linear polarizer, and the final absorption
direction will be at point , where these two polarization di-
rections are perpendicular to each other (point and point
are 180 away on the Poincaré sphere). The incident light from
point will be further converted to a circular polarization at
point by the top circular polarizer; after reflection on the re-
flector surface, the light is further converted to another linear
polarization at point by the mirror image part of the top cir-
cular polarizer, thus a good dark state also can be obtained. Here
although on the metal reflector surface, the absolute handiness
of the incident and exit lights is opposite, but under the mirror
image method, the propagation direction of the exit light is also
inverted, so the exit circularly polarized light can still be rep-
resented on the point from Fig. 2(c) under one transmissive
structure.

Fig. 2(d) plots the spectral light leakages (transmittance or
reflectance) from both the broadband circular polarizer struc-
ture in Fig. 2(a) and the narrow band structure comprising a
linear polarizer and a 45 aligned monochromatic quarter-wave
plate. In the calculations here, the spectral transmittance from
two parallel linear polarizers (the real absorption coefficients of
linear polarizers at all wavelengths are taken into consideration)

at normal incidence is calculated first as a reference value, and
the spectral light leakages obtained later are normalized to this
reference transmittance. It can be seen that the transmittance
from both crossed narrowband and broadband circular polar-
izers is small, which mainly results from the crossed structure
between two corresponding wave plates (e.g., top and bottom
half-wave plates, or top and bottom quarter-wave plates) under
crossed polarizers that can compensate for wavelength disper-
sion at normal incidence. As for the reflective mode, it can be
viewed like a transmissive structure with the upper circular po-
larizer and its mirror image below. Therefore, the self-compen-
sation coming from the crossed structure as in the transmissive
mode no longer exists. But for the reflective mode in the broad-
band structure, the compensation between the half-wave plate
and quarter-wave plate within each circular polarizer works to
warrant a broadband operation. The effect is still not as good as
the transmissive mode [as we can see in the shorter wavelength
region in Fig. 2(d)]. For the narrowband circular polarizer with
a single quarter-wave plate, the light leakage is even severer and
a good dark state is only warranted at the designed wavelength.

However, the transmissive mode even in the broadband cir-
cular polarizers has a large off-axis light leakage. At an oblique
incident angle, the phase retardations from all these same typed
positive birefringence wave plates will accumulate to make the
final polarization deviate far away from the absorption direction
of the top circular polarizers, resulting in light leakage. Fig. 3(a)
shows the corresponding polarization state trace from Fig. 2(a)
when incident angle is equal to 40 . The final polariza-
tion state at point just before reaching the top linear polar-
izer departs far away from the absorption direction at point ,
yielding an incomplete absorption of the light. Fig. 3(b) plots
the angular light leakage for transmissive structure, respectively,
where it is normalized to the reference transmittance from two
parallel linear polarizers at normal incidence. Here, the light
leakage at is about 10%, which also indicates the
viewing cone with contrast ratio over 10:1 is limited to 40 .
This is not enough for today’s high performance transflective
LCDs requiring wide-viewing angle. Here, for the transmissive
mode, the severe light leakages are attributed to two sources: 1)
the disparity between the transmission axis of the bottom polar-
izer (point ) and the absorption axis of the top polarizer (point

) when viewed from an oblique direction and 2) the off-axis
phase retardation accumulation from the four positive A-plates.
Similar results with large light leakages can be obtained for the
reflective mode as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) and (d).

To minimize light leakage at oblique angles, we propose here
to use opposite birefringence materials for the two half-wave
and two quarter-wave plates. These positive and negative bire-
fringence films will self-compensate the off-axis phase retarda-
tions and thus make the final polarization closer to the absorp-
tion axis. In reference to Fig. 2(a), different film combinations
can be used from bottom to top, but they can be grouped into
two categories: 1) same-typed wave plates are employed within
each circular polarizer, e.g., the bottom circular polarizer uses
both positive (or negative) A-plates, and both negative (or pos-
itive) A-plates are employed in the top circular polarizer and 2)
opposite-typed wave plates are employed within each circular
polarizer, e.g., the bottom circular polarizer uses one positive
(or negative) A-plate as its half-wave plate and one negative (or
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Fig. 3. (a) Polarization trace when viewed at � � �� and � � ���

for the T-mode and (b) its angular light leakage; (c) polarization trace when
viewed at � � �� and � � ��� for the R-mode; and (d) its angular
light leakage.

positive) A-plate as its quarter-wave plate, and the top circular
polarizer correspondingly uses one negative (or positive) A plate

as the half-wave plate and one positive (or negative) A plate as
the quarter-wave plate.

To maintain the wide-view and broadband properties, three
major requirements determine the orientation of their optic axes
among these retardation films: 1) to compensate the off-axis
phase retardation between two half-wave plates (or two quarter-
wave plates) with opposite sign of birefringence, their optic axes
need to be aligned close to each other; 2) to achieve broadband
properties of each circular polarizer, the optic axis orientation of
each half-wave plate and its adjacent quarter-wave plate need to
satisfy a similar relationship to (2), as to be discussed later; and
3) the top circular polarizer must be broadband to guarantee the
spectral performance of the reflective mode, i.e., the angle be-
tween the optic axis of the top half-wave plate and the top polar-
izer transmission axis needs to be close to 15 (or 75 ). In
Section II-A and II-B, we will use the Poincaré sphere to derive
their angular relations according to different film combinations.
For convenience, the transmission axis of the bottom linear po-
larizer is set along -axis, and the top polarizer is always crossed
to the bottom one. Here the discussion is based on the two main
categories of wave plate combinations and the angle between
the optic axis of the top half-wave plate and the top linear po-
larizer is taken to be close to 15 .

A. Same Typed Wave Plates Within Each Circular Polarizer

Fig. 4(a) shows the film configuration of a wide-view and
broadband circular polarizer, where the top half-wave plate is
a negative A-plate with its optic axis aligned at
with respect to the -axis, which is also 15 away from the
transmission axis of the top polarizer. Accordingly, the angle

of the bottom half-wave positive A-plate is at 75 . The
orientation of the optic axis of the quarter-wave plate can be
determined with assistance of the Poincaré sphere.

Fig. 4(b) shows the polarization state traced on the Poincaré
sphere at normal incidence, where the transmission axis of the
bottom polarizer (point ) overlaps with the absorption direc-
tion (point ) of the top polarizer. On the Poincaré sphere, the
optic axes of the bottom half-wave plate and quarter-wave plate
are at and with respect to the axis on the
equator [16], [17]. The linearly polarized light from the bottom
polarizer is first rotated by the bottom half-wave plate to point
B by . In order to assure the broad-
band property, the following quarter-wave plate made of a pos-
itive A-film must transfer the polarization from point to the
north pole into the upper semi-sphere, making the arc
and arc in the same semi-sphere to compensate each other
for the wavelength dispersion. From the geometry relations on
the equator, the optic axis of the bottom quarter-wave positive
A-plate at needs to be 90 ahead of the axis at

. Thus, a general relation between these angles is derived
as follows:

(3)

where is an integer which could be 0, and 1. For the angles
plotted in Fig. 4(a), . The circularly polarized light at
point is transferred back to point by the top half-wave and
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Fig. 4. (a) Crossed wide-view and broadband circular polarizers using positive
and negative A-plates and (b) its polarization trace when viewed at � � � .

quarter-wave plates, and blocked by the top linear polarizer. As
a result, a good dark state is obtained.

On the other hand, if , or the optic axis of the top
half-wave plate 15 ahead of the transmission axis of the top
polarizer, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The general relation between the
optic axes of the half-wave positive A-plate and quarter-wave
positive A-plate within each circular polarizer needs to satisfy
the following relation:

(4)

where is an integer which could be 0 and 1. In Fig. 5(a)
we show the films configuration for . In this case, all
the traces are confined to the bottom semi-sphere, as shown in
Fig. 5(b) to guarantee a broadband operation.

B. Opposite-Typed Wave Plates Within Each
Circular Polarizer

Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows another two possible configurations
for the wide-view and broadband circular polarizers with alter-

Fig. 5. (a) Film configuration of two crossed wide-view and broadband circular
polarizers and (b) its polarization trace when viewed at � � � .

nating positive/negative uniaxial A-plates. To maintain broad-
band in the entire visible spectral region, when the optic axis of
the top half-wave plate is at 15 from the transmission axis of
the top polarizer, i.e., with respect to the -axis,
the optic axes of the half-wave plate and quarter-wave plate
need to satisfy (4). On the other hand, these axes need to sat-
isfy (3) when the top half-wave plate has its optic axis aligned
at to the -axis, which is also 15 ahead of the
transmission axis of the top polarizer.

Although there are several configurations, the two in Fig. 6(a)
and (b) would have better off-axis performance for the reflective
mode than those in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a), because self-compensa-
tion from the opposite sign of birefringence between the two
wave plates also exist in the top circular polarizer. Therefore,
in Section III only the configuration in Fig. 6(a) will be used
as examples for illustrating our design principles. Other designs
including the configurations shown in Figs. 4(a)–6(b) also work
as broadband and wide-view circular polarizers for a transflec-
tive LCD. However, their analysis is similar so that their results
are not included here.
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Fig. 6. Circular polarizer configuration with top half-wave plate having its
optic axis at (a) �15 and (b) 15 away from the transmission axis of the top
linear polarizer.

III. RESULTS

A. Spectral Bandwidth and Off-Axis Light Leakage

Fig. 7 shows the simulated wavelength-dependent light
leakage (T or R) for configuration in Fig. 6(a) at normal and
off-axis viewing directions. The spectral T and R in the new
design at normal incidence are quite similar to those in the
conventional circular polarizers as shown in Fig. 2(d), but their
mechanisms to maintain a broadband operation are different.
For the transmissive mode, in the conventional design, the
broad bandwidth is achieved by setting the top and bottom
wave plates (half-wave or quarter-wave) orthogonal to each
other. But in the new configuration, positive and negative
A-plates are aligned parallel to compensate each other.

The difference in their off-axis performance is quite evident.
The new design in Fig. 6(a) using opposite birefringence
A-plates has much better off-axis compensation. The light
leakages viewed at polar angle and azimuthal angle

are almost identical to the one from the normal di-
rection at . The conventional circular polarizer, on the
other hand, produces a 5 light leakage in the whole visible
spectrum, when viewed even from . For reflective
mode, the new design shows a lower light leakage in most of

Fig. 7. Spectral light leakage from (a) the T-mode and (b) the R-mode when
viewed at � � � .

the visible spectrum than the conventional one when viewed
at , as shown in Fig. 7(b). The self-compensation
from the opposite birefringence between the top half-wave
and quarter-wave plates is inadequate to cancel each other as
that for the transmissive mode, which can be clearly seen from
Fig. 7(a) and (b).

Fig. 8(a) shows the polarization trace for the transmissive
mode on the Poincaré sphere when viewed at and

. It demonstrates a self-compensation by opposite
birefringence in the uniaxial A-plates, indicating by the fact the
final polarization state goes back to the initial polarization
state at point . Consequently, the off-axis light leakage only
results from the disparity between the top and the bottom polar-
izers viewed from an oblique angle. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the
maximum light leakage mainly occurs at the bisector direction
at and 135 . Over the entire viewing cone, the
maximum light leakage from two crossed circular polarizers is
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Fig. 8. (a) Polarization trace when viewed at � � �� and � � ���

for the T-mode and (b) its angular light leakage; (c) polarization trace when
viewed at � � �� and � � ��� for the R-mode; and (d) its angular
light leakage.

suppressed to below 3.5 which is much better than that in
the conventional circular polarizers (10% at about 40 ).

Fig. 8(c) shows the polarization trace for the reflective mode
when viewed and . As compared to

that in Fig. 3(c), the final polarization at point is closer to the
absorption direction at point , which results from the fact that
half-wave and quarter-wave plates with opposite birefringence
make the polarization undergo a different trace than the conven-
tional one in Fig. 3(c). Consequently, the light leakage shown in
Fig. 8(d) from the top circular polarizer is also reduced as com-
pared to that in Fig. 3(d).

Nevertheless, the off-axis light leakage can be further reduced
by optimizing the film parameters. Detailed discussion is given
in Section III-B for a case study using the designed circular
polarizers in conjunction with a normally black VA cell. Here
the residual phase retardation from the negative C-plate and the
LC layer (like a positive C-plate) can be taken as an additional
freedom in optimization.

B. Viewing Angle Including a Liquid Crystal Cell

The aforementioned circular polarizer configuration is further
applied to a MVA transflective LCD to verify our theory. By
adjusting the film parameters, we obtained an optimum optical
configuration, as shown in Fig. 9(a), where a negative C-plate
is employed to compensate the LC cell at oblique angles [22].
Here Merck MLC-6608 with ordinary and extraordinary refrac-
tive indices and at nm
[23] is employed and the cell gap is set at 4 m. The nega-
tive C-plate with its refractive indices and

at nm is designed with a phase retardation
nm at nm. The phase retardation of

the half-wave and quarter-wave plates at nm are de-
signed at 235 and 117.5 nm, respectively. Also, the optic axes
of the top and bottom half-wave plates are aligned 2 apart
from their initial values, while two orientation angles still sat-
isfy (4) within each circular polarizer. Under such a configura-
tion, the overall light leakages in Fig. 8(b) and (d) can be greatly
suppressed. Accordingly, for the transmissive mode, as shown
in Fig. 9(b), a light leakage less than 1.5 10 is obtained
throughout the entire viewing cone. For the reflective mode as
shown in Fig. 9(c), the maximum light leakage is , but its
central light leakage within 40 is still quite small.

The compensation mechanism involved in Fig. 9(a) for
achieving a small global light leakage is illustrated by Fig. 10(a)
and 10(b), where the polarization of the incident light is traced
on the Poincaré sphere when viewed at both ( ,

) and ( , ). In Fig. 10(a), at the
bisector direction with , the absorption axis of the
top polarizer (at point ) and transmission axis of the bottom
polarizer (at point ) departs from each other. The incident
light from the bottom linear polarizer is first moved from
point to point by the bottom half-wave and quarter-wave
plates. After passing the LC cell which performs like a positive
C-plate, it is converted to point . The following negative
C-plate moves it to point in an opposite direction, which is
intentionally designed to be away from point . Subsequently,
the top quarter-wave plate and half-wave plates further move
the light from point to point , which is much closer to
point than that in Fig. 8(a). On the other hand, when viewed
at where point and point overlap with each
regardless of the value of , the separation between points

and makes the final polarization at point away from
point (however, if and overlaps at , final
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Fig. 9. (a) Film configuration of the optimized VA transflective LCD; light
leakages from (b) T-mode and (c) R-mode.

polarization will go back to point .) In other words, the
compensations at these two directions contradict each other,
and a tradeoff for global minimization needs to be considered,
yielding the optimum configuration in Fig. 9(a).

Fig. 10. Polarization trace on the Poincaré sphere at � � �� when viewed
at (a) � � ��� and (b) � � � .

The spectral light leakages from above-mentioned cell con-
figurations at dark state are shown in Fig. 11. The transmissive
mode shows a broadband operation at both normal and off-axis
incidences, which improves a lot as compared to the conven-
tional broadband circular polarizers. For the reflective mode,
it maintains a small light leakage at a broad bandwidth at the
normal incidence and an increased reflectance at a large off-axis
angle, which is similar to conventional broadband circular polar-
izers, but gains a big improvement as compared to the case using
a linear polarizer with a single monochromatic quarter-wave
plate. In addition, as the phase retardation value is set less than
the central 550 nm, the reflectance shifts towards the shorter
wavelength region.

Fig. 12(a) and (b) shows the iso-contrast plots for the
transmissive mode and reflective mode, respectively. With a
decreased global light leakage, the viewing angle of a transmis-
sive two-domain VA cell has its 10:1 contrast ratio expanded
over the entire viewing cone and the 10:1 contrast ratio for
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Fig. 11. Spectral light leakages from transflective LCD structure in Fig. 9(a).

Fig. 12. Iso-contrast plots for (a) T-mode at � � ��� nm and (b) of R-mode
at � � ��� nm.

the reflective mode is achieved over 40 . Without introducing
additional uniaxial films (two uniaxial films in each broad-
band circular polarizer) or biaxial films, this design greatly

enhances the viewing angle of a transflective MVA LCD while
maintaining a broadband operation. This configuration pro-
duces further possibility for MVA technology to be applied in
high-end mobile displays.

IV. CONCLUSION

We propose a simple and cost-effective circular polarizer con-
figuration to achieve wide viewing angle and broad bandwidth
for transflective liquid crystal displays. The alternating positive
and negative birefringence uniaxial A-plates within the half-
wave plate pair and the quarter-wave plate pair help to com-
pensate the off-axis phase retardation. From our analysis, a nor-
mally black VA transflective LCD using our design could sup-
press the off-axis light leakage less than 1.5 10 and obtain
a contrast ratio over 10:1 throughout the entire viewing cone.
At the same time, we also obtained a broadband reflective mode
from the same configuration, while its contrast ratio over 10:1
is expanded over 40 . Besides, we also found that for viewing
angle optimization under circular polarizers, it requires to take
the compensation into consideration at both the bisector direc-
tion and polarizer -axis direction, which is quite different from
that under two linear polarizers. We believe this circular po-
larizer will have a foreseeable impact on the transflective LCD
technologies.
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